ART. 6]
ASTATIC  COUPLES.
309
Let AS, A'B' be the astatic arms of the couples, the forces at A, A/ being supposed to act in the same direction in space. Through any point 0 draw OL, OM to represent the directions of AB, AB' and let the lengths of OL, OM be proportional to the astatic moments of the couples. We shall now prove that the diagonal ON of the parallelogram described on OL, OM will represent in direction the astatic arm of the resultant couple and in length the magnitude of the astatic moment of that couple.
Let the straight lines OL,LN be fixed in the body. By Art. 3 the two couples may be replaced by two others having OL, LN for their astatic arms and having the four forces all equal. The two forces acting at L being equal and opposite may be removed, so that the two given couples are equivalent to two equal and opposite forces acting respectively at 0 and N. These two forces constitute a single couple having ON for its astatic arm and having its astatic moment proportional to the length of ON. The proposition is therefore proved.
From this proposition we infer that the theorems used to compound forces apply also to compound the astatic arms of couples having their forces parallel. It is hardly necessary to add that the forces of the resultant couple are parallel to those of the two constituents.
5.    To find the astatic resultant of two couples whose astatic arms are parallel but whose forces are inclined at any angle.
Let AB, A'B' be the parallel astatic arms of the couples, both AB, A!B' pointing in the same direction in the body. Through any point 0 draw 00 parallel to AB and also two straight lines OL, OM parallel to the forces at A and A' and proportional to the astatic moments of the couples. We shall prove that the diagonal ON of the parallelogram OLM represents the moment of the resultant couple, the plane of the couple is parallel to the plane NOG, and the astatic arm is in the direction of 00.
Let the couples be referred to a common astatic arm along 00, the forces at 0 are then represented by OL and OM. Proceeding as in Art. 4 the results stated are easily seen to be true.
6.    Working rule.    Uniting these two propositions we may construct a rule to resolve or compound couples.
When the forces are parallel we resolve or compound lengths, measured along the astatic arms and proportional to the astatic

